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With the ever-increasing amounts of data being generated in all walks of life and work, data analysis tools are
gaining in importance and becoming essential in many application scenarios, including commerce, healthcare,
research, and education. One important type of data are time series, which can be viewed as chronologically
arranged arrays of numerical values that describe sequences of quantitative observations (e.g. in medical examinations, scientific and engineering experiments, etc.). In this article, we survey the successful applications of
the Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP) – a Java-based tool dedicated to time-series analysis – in the
area of education. Its utilization in this domain spans the development of several graphical user interfaces, as
well as student projects illustrating and enhancing the capabilities of the system in the domains of time-series
reconstruction, medicine (diagnosis), finance (stock value prediction) and psychology.
KEYWORDS: data mining; time-series analysis; tools for time-series processing; application of time-series in
education.
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1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, due to the increasing need
for processing ever-growing amounts of data, researching different aspects of data mining has gained
more and more attention, becoming an important
part of computer science and education [1]. Data mining can be described as the process of revealing and
extracting potentially useful knowledge, interesting
information, and novel patterns from vast quantities
of data in order to support a wide range of decision
making processes [12]. To accomplish this task, it
combines solutions from several related research areas, such as machine learning, statistics, and database
systems [29].
Temporal data mining is a sub-field of data mining
that is focused on knowledge discovery from large
collections of temporal data [25]. This form of data
represents time-ordered sequences of numerical or
categorical values. The most common type of temporal data are time series: they are composed of real
values usually sampled at regular time intervals [11].
Such chronologically arranged arrays of numbers are
used to express the change of the observed phenomena over time in a broad spectrum of different areas
including finance, economics, medicine, engineering,
meteorology, oceanography as well as in many other
fields of natural and social sciences [2].
Statistical analysis of time series has a long history [15] and its main objectives are identifying patterns, trend analysis, seasonality and forecasting
[4]. However, time-series data mining is concerned
with tasks like indexing, classification, clustering,
prediction, anomaly detection, data representation,
and distance measures [7, 27]. According to Laxman
and Sastry [22], there are some significant differences between statistical analysis and temporal data
mining: data-mining applications must effectively
analyze much larger volumes of data and their field
of interest exceeds the scope of statistical time-series analysis.
The possibility of applying time series for storage,
analysis, and visualization of data collected in many
diverse domains led to a significant growth of interest in researching different task types of time-series
data mining and resulted in a large amount of papers

introducing new techniques and algorithms. However, alternative solutions are usually sporadically
introduced in different publications and separately
implemented, making it difficult to reproduce the
presented results. Moreover, the newly-introduced
methods have always claimed a particular superiority
over some of the previous ones [27].
Taking these considerations into account, it is clear
that the availability of a free and open sourced library could support and facilitate researching new
and comparing existing techniques in this domain.
Furthermore, it could be used as an auxiliary tool in
research and education. Motivated by these deliberations, we have developed an extensible software
package that implements many of the most important algorithms in the field of time-series data mining. Our framework facilitates numerous activities
and applications of time series, including distance/
similarity measures, preprocessing, classification,
and time-series representations. The basic concepts
of our Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP)
were presented in [20]. In this paper, we will give a
detailed overview of the capabilities of FAP, and describe its applications in education realized at our
institution, emphasizing the influence each application has had on the development of FAP. The companion paper, Two Faces of FAP, Part 2, will focus on
applications in research.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background knowledge on time series and distance measures is presented in the next section. Section 3 describes our Framework for Analysis and Prediction.
Section 4 presents applications of the framework in
education. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Time Series and Distance
Measures
A time series is a chronologically arranged array of
numerical values that describes a sequence of quantitative observations [15]. Time series can represent
results of medical examinations, scientific and engi-

mining. Our framework facilitates numerous activities
determined unambiguously. As a consequence, a great
and applications of time series, including
number of different approaches is proposed in the
distance/similarity
measures,
preprocessing,
literature [7, 10, 26]. Among them, the two most
classification, and time-series representations. The
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unless explicitly stated, we will not distinguish between
similarity and distance measures, and will use the two
terms interchangeably
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1 unless explicitly stated, we will not distinguish between similarity and distance measures, and will use the two terms
interchangeably
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DTW defines the distance between two given time
series Q and S of lengths n and m as the minimal accumulated distance between their points. This is
achieved by searching for the optimal warping path
(Fig. 2) in the
[D𝑖𝑖i, j𝑖𝑖𝑖
](n+1), m+1.
0 warping matrix
𝑖𝑖 𝑖
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Figure 3
Constraining the warping path using the: (a) Sakoe-Chiba
band; (b) Itakura parallelogram
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where d(qi, sj) denotes the squared distance between
qi and sj. The distance between Q and S is then defined
as DTW(Q, S) = Dn, m.
Figure 2
Optimal warping path inside the warping matrix

The quadratic computational complexity of finding
the distance between time series can make the elastic
measures not directly applicable to larger real-world
problems. Furthermore, comparing each element of
one time series with each element of the other one
can lead to pathological aligning of the points (where
a relatively small part of one time series maps onto
a large section of the other time series). One way to
avoid these shortcomings is to constrain the warping
path using the Sakoe-Chiba band (Fig. 3a) or the Itakura parallelogram (Fig. 3b) [9].

a

b

3. Framework for Analysis
and Prediction
Framework for Analysis and Prediction (FAP –
http://perun.pmf.uns.ac.rs/fap/) is written in Java
and designed to be a free and extensible open-source
software package implementing all of the main techniques and methods for temporal data mining and
analysis. It is developed and maintained at the Department of Mathematics and Informatics, Faculty of
Sciences, University of Novi Sad, Serbia.
Overall architecture. The overall architecture of
the framework is presented in Fig. 4a. The essential
part of the library is implemented in the core package
(Fig. 4b) which contains basic interfaces and classes
that define the fundamental functionality of the system. In order to comply with the JavaBeans technology, all of the core classes support object serialization,
have a default constructor and public getter and setter methods. The concrete implementations of the
algorithms are placed in the appropriate subpackages
of the library. In the rest of this section, we will summarize the fundamental interfaces and classes of the
core package.
Time series. Time series objects are instances of the
TimeSeries class from the fap.core.series package. They
are implemented as series of data point objects. Data
points are defined by the DataPoint class, and their series are represented by the DataPointSeries class.
In addition to the series of data points, every
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Figure 4
Overall architecture: (a) the FAP library; (b) the core package

a

TimeSeries object contains a label (which represents
the class of the time series), a supplementary property called index, and may have several representations.
Time-series datasets are realized as objects of type
TimeSeriesArrayList which extends the generic ArrayList class and defines several auxiliary methods.
Distance/similarity measures. Similarity measures
represent essential ingredients of many time-series
data mining tasks. Their role is to describe the similarity (or dissimilarity) between time series using
numerical values. Classes that represent distance
measures need to implement the SimilarityComputor
interface which defines only one method that returns
the distance between two given time series (Fig. 5a).
FAP contains implementations of several time-series
distance/similarity measures, including: Minkowski distance (Lp), Euclidean distance (L2), Manhattan
distance (L1), Chebyshev distance (L∞), Canberra distance [5], Kulczynski distance [5], Lorentzian distance [5], Soergel distance [5], Sørensen distance [5],
Spline distance [19], unconstrained and constrained
DTW, LCS, ERP, EDR, and TWED. The constrained versions of the elastic measures are implemented using the
Sakoe-Chiba band and the Itakura parallelogram [9].
Preprocessing. Sometimes we need to prepare
and clean the raw data before using them, which is
achieved by applying different techniques of data
preprocessing. Our framework contains implementations of several preprocessing algorithms, including scaling of time-series length, shifting and z-score
normalization, min-max normalization, and decimal
scaling. Classes that represent preprocessing transformations of time series need to implement the

b

PreprocessingTransformation interface depicted in
Fig. 5b.
Classification. Classification is the process of grouping objects into predefined categories, classes. It is
done on the basis of a selected attribute (class label),
which can have a finite number of different values. In
this way, we always know the total number of different classes in advance.
The methods required for implementing classifiers
are declared within the Classifier interface (Fig. 5c).
The build method conducts training of the classifier
based on the given dataset and similarity measure.
The classify method is responsible for classifying the
given time series. It should return the label selected
by the classifying algorithm.
Our library contains the following classifiers: the
simple nearest-neighbor classifier (1NN), the majority voting k-nearest neighbor classifier (kNN), and
the distance-weighted k-nearest neighbor classifier in combination with a wide variety of weighting
schemes proposed in the literature, like Dudani’s, Macleod’s, the Fibonacci, the uniform and dual-uniform,
Zavrel’s, and the dual distance-weighted scheme [9].
The performance of a classifier can be measured by
counting the number of correctly and incorrectly
classified test objects. The accuracy of a classifier is
defined as the ratio of test objects that are correctly
classified, and the error rate is defined as the ratio of
misclassified test objects. FAP implements the most
popular partitioning techniques used to divide the
initial set of labeled objects into training and test sets:
holdout, k-fold (stratified) cross-validation, and leaveone-out [12]. In addition, auxiliary classes are provid-
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ed for performing repeated evaluations.
The basic methods for evaluating the performance
of classifiers are declared within the Test interface
(Fig. 5d). The test method is responsible for carrying
out the evaluation process using the given dataset and
the classifier set by the setClassifier method. The getErrorRatio method should return the average error
ratio. The number of misclassified time series should
be returned by the getMisclassified method.
Representations. Storing time series usually requires large amounts of space which makes performing different tasks of data mining more difficult. In
addition, sometimes we are not interested in the exact values of each time-series data point. For these
reasons, time-series databases generally contain only
simplified representations of the series. Our library
includes several representations, such as the Discrete
Haar Wavelet Transform (Haar), Piecewise Linear
Approximation (PLA), Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA), Symbolic Aggregate Approximation
(SAX) [17], Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA) [13], and Spline [19].
Classes that constitute representations of time series
need to implement the TimeSeriesRepresentation
interface which is presented in Fig. 5e. The getValue
method should retrieve the value of the corresponding time series at the given value of the time component. The getOutboundValue method should return
the value of time series outside of the range which is
covered by current representation.
Resuming and tracking. FAP is designed to enable
monitoring of long-time calculations through a callback mechanism, along with the possibility of their
interruption without the loss of already obtained results. The incomplete computations can be resumed
later. Tracking the execution of long-running processes is facilitated through the Callback (Fig. 5f ),
CallbackEnabled (Fig. 5g), and Resumable (Fig. 5h) interfaces. Combined with object serialization, they enable storing partial results of time-consuming tasks
and the continuation of interrupted operations at a
later time.
Methods that are necessary for the implementation
of the callback mechanism are defined by the Callback interface. Classes that provide tracking of their
activities should implement the CallbackEnabled interface and should regularly call the callback method
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of the appropriate Callback object in accordance with
the configuration set through the getDesiredCallbackNumber and setPossibleCallbackNumber methods.
The first of these two methods indicates how many
times it is expected that they call the callback method. However, they do not have to comply with this
expectation. Instead, they can themselves determine
the number of callbacks based on their own needs and
capabilities using the setPossibleCallbackNumber
method.
Classes that perform long-running operations, and
should support interrupting and resuming their execution, need to implement the Resumable interface.
The reset method should reset the state of the objects
and prepare them for reuse. In addition, these objects
should indicate whether they have finished performing their task (isDone) and whether the execution is
still in progress (isInProgress).
An example of using FAP (from the perspective
of a computer science expert). To gain insight into
the use of the FAP library, we will review the implementation of a repeated cross-validation experiment
using our framework, as presented in Listing 1. After
instantiating an NN classifier based on the Euclidean distance (line 1), we create a new 10-fold stratified
cross-validation object (line 2). Then, in line 3, we use
this object to get an instance of the RepeatedCrossValidation class with the given random seeds (line 5)
which will be used for shuffling the dataset within
individual runs. The number of runs is determined
by the number of random seeds (10 in this example).
Since testing can be a lengthy process, we are providing a simple implementation of the callback mechanism for tracking its execution (line 4). The last line
of Listing 1 demonstrates how to apply the prepared
experiment on the 50words dataset from the UCR
Time Series Classification Archive [3].
Listing 1. Implementing repeated cross-validation
1 Classifier classifier =
new NNClassifier(new L2SimilarityComputor());
2 CrossValidation crossValidation =
new CrossValidation(10, classifier);
3 Test test =
new RepeatedCrossValidation(
		
crossValidation,
4		
new SystemOutCallback(10),
5		
21, 10, 19, 78, 64, 512, 53, 280, 49, 152);
6 double error =
test.test(loadDataset(“50words”));
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Figure 5
Fundamental interfaces of FAP: (a) SimilarityComputor; (b) PreprocessingTransformation; (c) Classifier; (d) Test;
(e) TimeSeriesRepresentation; (f ) Callback; (g) CallbackEnabled; (h) Resumable

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

4. Applications of FAP in Education
In order to test FAP’s functionalities more thoroughly
and detect some potentially hidden errors, we recognized that it would be convenient to utilize FAP for
educational purposes, too. In addition to that, employing FAP in education could point out the need for
some new characteristic or for upgrading the existing
ones. FAP is used in master’s level subject “Artificial Intelligence 2” and in “Data Mining” seminar in
Bachelor studies of Computer science with the aim
of facilitating students’ acquaintance with different
tasks of time-series data mining. It has proved to be a
very useful tool within doctoral studies, as well.
Application 1. SCVGUI. In the first stage of the development of FAP, we focused on implementing the most
common time-series distance measures (like Euclidean
distance, DTW, LCS, ERP, and EDR). In order to validate
the correctness of our implementation [20], a dedicated
Java application, called SCVGUI (Stratified Cross-Validation GUI), was created (Fig. 6a) within a seminar
paper in doctoral studies. The input of this program is
an experiment specification with the following structure: the first line contains the name of the experiment

Figure 6
Graphical User Interface for validating the implementations
of common distance measures: (a) SCVGUI; (b) an experiment
specification

a

b
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and every subsequent line is reserved for an instruction
that describes how to perform a given cross-validation
evaluation using FAP in accordance with the algorithm
described in [6] (SCVGUI can be extended with custom
algorithms, too). In the current state of development,
only the 1NN classifier is supported.
Fig. 6b shows an example of SCVGUI experiment
specifications. The name of this experiment is DEMO
and it contains three instructions. The first one defines a 5-fold cross-validation using the 50words
dataset from the UCR Time Series Classification Archive [3] and the Euclidean distance measure (L2).
The other two instructions use the same parameters
as the first one, so it is sufficient to provide only the
names of the datasets: Adiac and Coffee. As the result,
SCVGUI displays the error rates of the individual
folds and their average value.

2018/2/47

series’ length. The other two commands use the same
attributes as the first one, therefore only the names of
the datasets (Adiac and Coffee) must be provided.
To further speed up the experiments with the kNN
classifier, apart from calculating distance matrices,
DMGUI is enabled to produce matrices of nearest
neighbors, too. The i-th row of such a matrix contains
all the time series of the given dataset (except the i-th
series) sorted by their distance from the i-th series:
the first element of the row is the most similar and the
last one is the least similar.
Figure 7
Graphical User Interface for generating distance matrices:
(a) DMGUI; (b) a DMGUI program

Owing to the fact that the design of FAP library supports tracking, interrupting and resuming long-running processes, SCVGUI allows the continuation
of terminated experiments by serializing the corresponding Java object. The frequency of the serialization can be defined at the level of individual instructions. If it is omitted (as in case of the presented
DEMO experiment), a default value (20) is used.
Application 2. DMGUI. To speed up some of our
research efforts, another dedicated Java application
was developed (within a seminar paper in doctoral studies, similarly as the in case of SCVGUI). The
aim of the DMGUI (Distance Matrix GUI – Fig. 7a)
program is to provide a flexible and easy-to-use interface for calculating distance matrices relying on the
services of our FAP library. Similarly as in the case of
SCVGUI, the input for this application is a specification of one or more commands for generating distance
matrices. The first line of the specification is reserved
for its name. Each of the following lines represents a
command for generating a single distance matrix (or
just a part of a matrix).
An example of DMGUI program input specification
is presented in Fig. 7b. The name of this specification, which contains descriptions of three commands
for generating distance matrices, is DEMO. The first
command will generate a (lower) triangular matrix
of distances between the time series of the 50words
dataset using the DTW similarity measure constrained with the Sakoe-Chiba band (SCDTW). The
width of the warping window is set to 25% of the time

a

Figure 8. Compa

b

Relying on the ability of the FAP library to track and
resume interrupted tasks, DMGUI supports stopping
and continuing the process of generating distance matrices using object serialization. As in case of SCVGUI,
the frequency of the serialization can be defined at
the level of individual commands. If this parameter is
omitted (like in the case of the provided example), a default value (20) is used. The core classes of this application were later employed in our agent-based distributed computing system for calculating distance matrices
by utilizing networked computers [24].
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Application 3. An extension of SCVGUI. As a part
of a student paper in the Data Mining seminar (second and third year elective course, Bachelor studies of Computer science), aimed at familiarizing the
students with the basic concepts of time-series data
mining through utilizing the FAP library, the SCVGUI
program was extended with the ability of directly setting the size of the Sakoe-Chiba band (rather than
determining it using the tuning algorithm described
in [6]). This extended version of the application
was then used to investigate the influence of the Sakoe-Chiba band on the 1NN classifier in the case of
the DTW distance measure by examining the classification accuracy for different warping window widths.
The experiments consisted of evaluating 10-fold
stratified cross-validations using different warping
window widths in range from 10% to 1% of the length
of time series with (absolute) steps of 1 for several
datasets from the UCR Time Series Classification Archive. The obtained smallest warping window widths
which gave the best accuracy were compared with the
values obtained in [21]. The results of the comparison
are shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 8
Comparison of the results obtained with SCVGUI and with
its extension
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curse of dimensionality and they can deteriorate the
performance of standard algorithms. In the field of
time-series data mining, a common approach to overcome this phenomenon is to transform the data into
a lower-dimensional representation while retaining
the essential properties of the original series.
The topic of a seminar paper within doctoral studies
was to investigate which representations are the most
suitable for reconstructing the original time series
and to find those distance measures that adapt well
to the reconstructed data [17]. The analysis encompassed 85 datasets from the UCR Time Series Classification Archive [3] in combination with several
time-series representations (DFT, DWT, PAA, Indexible PLA and SAX) in four different dimensions (4, 6,
8 and 10) and a number of distance measures (L½, L1,
L2, L∞, unconstrained DTW, LCS, EDR and ERP).
In order to determine to what extent the reconstructed time series differ from the original ones,
the reconstruction accuracy was calculated as the
root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD), i.e. the Euclidean distance divided by the square root of time series
dimensionality. The effectiveness of distance measures is calculated in a similar manner: as the RMSD
between the distances of the original and the reconstructed series (denoted as SMRE – Similarity Measure Reconstruction Error). The averaged values of
RMSD and SMRE are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,
respectively. The analysis of the obtained results has
shown that the most unstable time-series representation is DFT. Furthermore, while the elastic distance
measures are less adaptive to DFT reconstruction
than Lp norms, they produced better results for all the
other representations.
Figure 9
Averaged RMSD values

Application 4. Time-series reconstruction. Many
tasks of machine learning and data mining are affected by the issues related to large datasets and high-dimensional data. These problems are known as the

Figure 9. Averaged RMSD values
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Figure 9. Averaged RMSD values

Figure 10
Averaged SMRE values

Figure 9. Averaged RMSD values

Figure 10. Averaged SMRE values

Even though some representation techniques existed in FAP before this application, during this project
they were revised and optimized. In addition, several
fundamental representation techniques were implemented, making FAP’s repository of representations
more comprehensive.
Application 5. Medical domain. Another student’s
seminar work and paper within the Data Mining
course was performed in a specific medical area. The
topic of this paper is analyzing medical records of paFigure 11
Analyzing medical records using FAP

tients with HIV infection using different similarity
measures by FAP. Two classes of PI/NRTI (protease
inhibitors / non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor) therapies were applied on patients and four
kinds of recovery indicators were inspected (number
of CD3, CD4, and CD8CD4
T cells and
ratio).
CD8the CD4/CD8
CD3 CD4/CD8
0,49648
0,480403 from
0,46819
EDR were
0,43032
The examined data
extracted
the database
LCS 0,51756 0,44148 0,44705 0,49334
of the Infectious
Diseases
0,46565 Clinic
0,45625(Clinical
0,44967 Centre
0,44077 of
DTW
Vojvodina) containing
medical
records
136 pa0,45057of 0,48232
ERP 0,41508
0,42748
tients with HIV infection (Fig. 11a). The data were

Figure 10. Averaged SMRE values
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Figure 11. Analyzing medical records using FAP
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first transformed into time series to be evaluated with
the FAP framework. After that, these time series were
analyzed using the SCVGUI application.
Four time series were created for every patient, one
for each recovery indicator. The time series were labeled based on the type of the applied therapy and
placed in the appropriate dataset (CD3, CD4, CD8, or
CD4/CD8). The obtained datasets were analyzed by
applying three different stratified cross-validation experiments using SCVGUI: 2-fold, 5-fold, and 10-fold.
The average values of the acquired error rates are presented in Fig. 11b.
The experiments were performed using the 1NN
classifier in combination with the unconstrained versions of the four most commonly used elastic distance
measures (DTW, LCS, EDR, and ERP). The objective
of this experimental setup was to explore to what extent the extracted time series depend on the applied
therapy and to identify the most appropriate distance
measure.
Application 6. Financial domain. The sixth example of using FAP in an educational setting is a seminar
paper that was done within the course Artificial Intelligence 2. This work investigates the possibility of
using techniques of time-series analysis in predicting
the change of stock prices based on one-year history.
The raw data (stock price changes of the Nikola Tesla Airport in the period from 18 June 2014 to 17 June
2015 – Fig. 12) were downloaded from the Belgrade
Stock Exchange’s website (http://www.belex.rs).
Using the sliding window algorithm, the raw time series were split into three sets of subseries of the same
length. The obtained subseries were labeled 1, 0 or -1,
depending on whether the price increased, remained
the same or decreased. The labels of the n-th (n=1,2,3)
Figure 12
Stock price changes in the form of time series
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set were determined based on stock price changes n
days in advance. The obtained datasets were analyzed
using SCVGUI by applying three different stratified
cross-validation experiments using SCVGUI (2-fold,
10-fold, and LOO) and the following distance measures: L1, L2, DTW, and ERP.
Application 7. Psychological domain. The last example is devoted to a master’s thesis [8], developed intensively using FAP, and it is related to research papers [16]
and [18]. The subject of this thesis is analyzing log file
data obtained from SAM experiments using the FAP
framework in order to find the best distance measure.

Three types of time series were extracted from the raw
data: the first type describes the distance of the object
from the starting point, the second type represents
information about acceleration, and the third one
specifies the deviations from the ideal trajectory (the
shortest possible path). In [16], by applying hierarchical clustering on distance matrices (generated for
these time series using the DTW, EDR and ERP distance measure) the ERP measure was selected as the
most appropriate candidate to distinguish between
the two types of navigators (i.e. “fast” and “accurate”
navigators). An example of the clustering for the ERP
measure is presented in Fig. 13 (taken from [16]).
Due to the fact that the results in [16] were not good
enough to draw reliable reliable conclusions, additional examinations were needed. These extended experiments were conducted within this thesis [8]. In the
first step, time series were labeled based on the type of
the navigator they belong to (1 – “fast”, 2 – “accurate”).
After that, the datasets were analyzed with SCVGUI
using 2-fold, 5-fold and 10-fold stratified cross-validation and the DTW, EDR, and ERP measures.
The tracks in the SAM experiments are of different
length and complexity. Furthermore, various navigators complete the same track in different times.
Therefore, the extracted time series are not of the
same length. In the second phase of the experiments,
the time series were scaled using linear interpolation.
Using the time series prepared in this manner, the experiments were repeated with the following distance
measures: DTW, LCS, EDR, ERP, L1, L2, L½, and L∞.
The results showed that that different distance measures are best suited for different types of time series
(distance, acceleration, deviation), but DTW generally gives the best overall outcomes, regardless of
whether the time series are scaled or not.
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Figure 13
A dendrogram for hierarchical clustering for an ERP distance matrix

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have described our Framework for
Analysis and Prediction in which we intend to incorporate all main concepts of time-series data mining
and analysis, like similarity measures, representations, pre-processing, classification, methods for
evaluating the performance of classifiers and other
functionalities. Furthermore, we have presented its
application as an auxiliary tool in teaching computer science at all three levels of university education
(bachelor, master’s and doctoral studies).

Since the study program of Informatics at the Department of Mathematics and Informatics, Faculty of
Sciences, University of Novi Sad, offers elective seminars and courses related to machine learning and
data mining, and since the students, as part of their
obligations, have to realize practical projects, FAP has
proved to be an effective and suitable assisting tool. In
addition, the students can choose to utilize our framework in carrying out experiments for the purpose of
their undergraduate and master theses in different
domains. Our positive experiences encourage us to
believe that FAP can be useful for educational purposes in many other institutions as well.
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